
BCW-R

Model BCW-R 1000 BCW-R 5000 BCW-R 10000 BCW-R 15000

Screen 10.4'' 10.4'' 10.4'' 10.4''

Max Speed 30ad/dk 20ad/dk 15ad/dk 15ad/dk

Capacity 1.000gr 5.000gr 10.000gr 15.000gr

Mechanical Stainless Steel Stainless Steel Stainless Steel Stainless Steel

Sensitivity 1gr 1gr 1gr 1gr

Band Speed 30mt/dk 20mt/dk 15mtt/dk 15mt/dk

Band Width 240mm 240mm 240mm 240mm

Band Lenght 1000+1000+1000mm 1000+1000+1000mm 1000+1000+1000mm 1000+1000+1000mm

Protection IP65 IP65 IP65 IP65

Ground Clearance 850 +150mm 850 +150mm 850 +150mm 850 +150mm

Engines Interrol Interrol Interrol Interrol 

Power Supply 220W  AC 50/60Hz 220W  AC 50/60Hz 220W  AC 50/60Hz 220W  AC 50/60Hz

Power Consumption 200W 200W 200W 200W

BROSWEIGH BCW-R, is designed to sort out the defective products from
the products passing over the belt within the desired tolerance range. It is at your
service with its 10.4'' touch LED screen, Turkish +4 language options, and user-friendly
interface.

Report tables can be easily followed with product and barcode
identification options. BCW-R’s body is entirely made of stainless steel and has roller
conveyors suitable for food, Interrol motors and modular structure.

In addition to standard BCW-R models, project-specific production can be
made according to product capacity and packaging dimensions.



Add-ons & Components

BROSWEIGH METAL DETECTOR detects
the smallest sizes of ferrous, non-ferrous and other
metals using digital signal processing technology.

Onboard data acquisition software via
USB integration makes it an effective critical control
point compliant with HACCP regulations.

BROSWEIGH LABELING MACHINE is designed for
labelling the products that come out of BCW
after being checked.

It designs the label by gathering
data such as product name, weight, expiry date,
batch number, unit and net price according to
customer demand and sticks it on the product.

BROSWEIGH BARCODE READER is
specially designed for the control and sorting of
barcoded products leaving the production line, the
same or different product groups with defined
tolerance weights, from a single line.

What makes this product special is
that it recognizes different types of products
defined in the system while passing through the
line, and remembers and checks the tolerance
specific to the recognized product.


